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Abstract

Web Spamming refers those web pages deceive search engines so as to get a higher rank in their
search result. We work on the data set TrecWeb09, based on a content-based spamming classifier, to
check the two ends of a hyperlink; if the two end pages either is content spamming, or both are not so
good, then the hyperlink will be discarded. After all hyperlinks have been checked, PageRank value
shall be re-count on the re-built web network. The balance of one page’s PageRank value will be
regarded as its link spamming. Then the link spamming score and the result of content deceiving
analyzer will be combined as the final estimation of one page’s spamming.

1 Introduction

To detect web spamming is becoming an important work of the search engine. How to judge each
web page in such a huge world wide web, and to give adequate punishment, is a researchable problem.
To deceive the search engine is not the nature property of a web page; it is totally artificial and vicious.
We utilize the result of a content based spamming classifier and focus on the final target of web
spamming – getting a higher score while search engines evaluate web pages, to do a novel way
detecting spamming.
Machine learning methods applying to content-based spamming detection already get good results.
Link-based detection, while applying very complicated graph algorithm, the results are not bad, even
not as good as the contend-based. And still, the link-based method focuses on a specified problem such
as link farm or so. Still the link-based method has space to be improved.

2 Our work

There are two basic ideas in link-based spamming. One is that, many web pages with rich content
were manufactured; and then, hyperlinks are hidden in those pages pointing to a spamming page.
Honey pot, infiltrate, .etc methods are based on this idea. Another is make lots of web pages link to
each other, so as to increase the in-link and out-link number of every page. Link exchange and link
farm are based on it. The two ideas take good use of PageRank and HITS’s disadvantage: the text
relationship is ignored while analyzing link relationship.
Against the spamming ideas, we can make full use of the result of content-based detection method
to do analyzing. A novel method proposed in this paper: cut off the links those seemed to be spamming,
and then re-count the PageRank value on the re-built web network. The balance of one page’s
PageRank value will be regards as its probability of link-based spamming.

3 Data set and experiment framework
In this paper, the experiment is done on the date set TrecWeb09. This dataset was crawled from
the general Web in early 2009. It contains 1 billion web pages, a substantial fraction of which are
spamming. On this data set, Gordon V. Cormack [2] gives all the pages a percentile rank value
indicating how much it spams, by applying a naive Bayes classifier with some content-based features.
We use a pair of page ID and the percentile rank, <p_ID, p_Spamming_Percentile>, to represent the
result, which is the fundamental of our later work.
If a page provides good content and clear links, and also all linked pages are not so bad, how
should it be spamming? Therefore, it is easy to find some spamming features in their content. Here, we
sufficiently take advantage of the result of content-based spamming detection.
For each links, we count the balance of the two ends page’s percentile, and also the sum of the
two’s percentile. If either the balance of the sum is beyond threshold, and then the link should be
discarded. We check each link in the data set, and then the net working will be re-built.
4 Experiment
Firstly we parsed the entire original data set. Because of the huge size of it, we use Hadoop to do
parsing distributed. After all pages processed, we generate the link structure of the total net working
and represent it by the following format.
this_id

INLINK_NUMBER

ID1 N1

ID2 N2……

this_id means a page’s id in the data set. INLINK_NUMBER refers this page’s in-link page
number. ID1 is the first page pointing to this page and its out-link number is N1. After the structure is
represented in this format, it is easy to count the original PageRank value for each page. We use the
function provided by Brin [6]
Then the net working is re-built by the above idea.
When the second PageRank value has been produced on the rebuilt networking, we get the
balance of the original PageRank and the second PageRank value for each page. And further more, we
regard the absolute value of the each page’s PageRank balance as its score of link-based spamming.
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Most balance is less than 1, totally 99.65%. It says that our algorithm didn’t destruct the original
web networking badly. On the other hand, the number of those pages, whose PageRank balance is more
than 1, is less than 0.05% and it’s far less than the proportion of spamming pages 6-8%[11].
Then we distribute all PageRank balance into the range 0-99, that is b=b*100; and the result is
regarded as the punishment of link-based spamming. Then we subtract the link-based spamming
punishment from the percentile given by Gordon and get a score as the spamming estimation. Finally
we recount the percentile using this score.

Finally, after the recounting, 25% pages haven’t changed its percentile. And all the pages’
percentile variation shows in picture above.
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